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WWelcome to Entity Solutions’ eighth annual Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Report.

The last eight years of our CSR journey have been filled with many incredible achievements and I’m extremely proud of how far 
Entity Solutions has come since we began the voyage in 2007. 

The last 12 months have seen a restructure of our CSR Committee that has seen us align ourselves with a few different organisations, 
rather than a single one, to provide more varied support to different charities important to the team  at Entity Solutions.
Among the many highlights of the 2013/14 reporting period it was pleasing to see:

A growing uptake of staff who volunteered as part of the kitchen and garden program with Croxton School •	
The second year continuation of our Club Red program, where staff were encouraged, with the support of the com-•	
pany, to donate blood to the Australian Red Cross 
Significant advancements to our people commitment in the areas of health, wellbeing, learning and development •	
The ongoing commitment of our staff to use of our 5 star energy rated premise to optimise our physical environment •	
and the business’ impact on the environment

As we begin the ninth year of our CSR journey, we hold true to the philosophy that guides us in all of our activities; CSR is 1% of eve-
ryone’s roles, not 100% of 1 person’s. 

By active involvement of all staff we hope to further grow our CSR efforts in the new 2014/2015 reporting period. 

Matthew Franceschini
Chief Executive Officer | Entity Solutions

Message 
from the 
CEO
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Corporate Social Responsibility at Entity Solutions
Entity Solutions has a CSR Commitment to various causes which are intrinsically linked to the team, for one 
common goal: the greater good. 
The focus of our commitment during the 2013/14 reporting period was to reflect on what we have done in the 
past and use all of our best practices to be even better in the future. 

Environmental Commitment 
Since our head office moved to the new state of the art offices in December 2011, we continue to maintain an 
upstanding environmental commitment. Our continuing commitment has allowed us to make more effective 
use of our surrounds and minimise our environmental footprint with the following efficiencies:

Energy efficiencies 
12-meter spans from core to windows provides plentiful natural light to minimise need for artificial lighting •	
and therefore reduce the company’s carbon footprint 
Sensor lights programmed to turn off when there is no human activity •	
4 star NABERS Energy rating •	
2.5 star NABERS Water rating•	
Air-conditioning systems designed to be functional, flexible and energy efficient•	

Recycling 
Everyone is provided with desktop eco-bins for perishables to reduce how much waste they dispose of daily•	
Varying waste depositories to promote recycling and reduce landfill waste•	
100% recycled paper used for printing and computer default settings programed for double-sided printing•	

Physical and mental wellbeing 
Ergonomic and state of the art workspaces which promote staff and visitor interaction, as well as staff en-•	
gagement all in a collaborative, transparent, open and connected environment
We give staff the instructions and skills to conduct their own ergonomic assessment of their workplace to •	
help with physical health but also provide external assessments when required
Staff are provided with individual water jugs and drinking glasses to encourage water consumption and •	
promote general health
Guided by the belief that plants in the workplace help reduce stress, enhance employee attitudes, increase •	
productivity and improve air quality, the workspace is latent with greenery and flora
1/3 of the office is dedicated to a large breakout area, equipped with table tennis/pool table, televisions, •	
seating booths and various configurations of tables/chairs and a vending machine stocked with staff 
elected food items, where staff can socialise with other staff in a relaxed environment
Education, regular information and tips are provided via the intranet on the importance of maintaining •	
good posture and overall physical health while working
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Charitable Contribution
The company generously offered a budget of $10,000 for the CSR Committee to allocate to charities and organi-
sations in need throughout the 2013/14 reporting period.
 
Our staff have also been a valuable attribute to the company’s overall charitable contributions, as they have 
made personal fiscal donations through monthly casual dress days. The donations continue to go towards vari-
ous charities nominated by, and which hold personal meaning, to individual staff. A total sum of $1,204.95 was 
raised over 12 months through staff contributions.
 
The beneficiaries of company and staff contributions over the 2013/14 reporting period included:
  

Disability Sport & Recreation Ltd (formerly Wheelchair Sports Victoria)•	
Croxton School•	
Deaf Children Australia•	
Wildlife Victoria•	
Wear it Purple Day•	
Bandanna Day/ Canteen•	
Classroom of Hope•	
Salvation Army•	
Life’s Little Treasures Foundation•	
MS Australia•	
REACH Foundation•	
Starlight Foundation•	
Berry Street•	
WA Guide Dogs Association•	
SANE Australia•	
UNICEF•	
Developing Foundation•	

Partnerships 
Awareness and fund raising activities carried out during the 2013/14 reporting period included: 

Contributing $500 to the Croxton School kitchen garden program to help the children grow a bountiful •	
vegetable garden that they can then cook with
Donating to SANE Australia in lieu of purchasing Christmas cards•	
Participating in The Age Run Melbourne and Bridge to Brisbane, which raised awareness of SANE and a total •	
in excess of $6000 combined
Participated in a video case study, in conjunction with SANE, to highlight the need for mental health aware-•	
ness in the workplace that is now featured on the Mentally Healthy Workplace Alliance website, http://
www.headsup.org.au
CEO acting as a spokesperson for SANE’s mental health initiatives•	
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Staff Volunteering Program
Entity Solutions has a robust staff volunteering program which enables and encourages staff to dedicate their 
time to a variety of different charities. 

In Melbourne, staff were given the opportunity to once again visit Croxton School and participate in their 
kitchen-garden program. Croxton School is a multi-campus specialist school in Melbourne, which operates over 
nine campuses in the northern suburbs. It is an exemplary special education setting, with a commitment to 
providing a broad-based curriculum that caters for the educational needs of students between 5 and 18 years. 

Croxton School’s kitchen-garden program was developed as a way to provide those who have learning difficul-
ties with a project that allows them to feel a sense of achievement in the tasks that they are allocated. 

The team have participated in the kitchen-garden program at Croxton School since 2011 and the program 
has proved to be so successful that it was mutually agreed that Entity Solutions would return again during the 
2014/15 reporting period.  

‘I should be so lucky… with each and every volunteering experience at Croxton I come away humbled and certain I 
get more out of it than the children.  The saying: “You’ve got to give to get back” really rings true.’ – Tracy Morgan 

‘We may dedicate a small amount of time during our day at Croxton but even in that small amount of time you leave 
taking away so much. The children and staff are amazing! A bit of work, a bit of play and lots of smiles all round!’ – 
Emilia Iskandar 

‘I loved spending the afternoon with the children and teachers at Croxton. The children are an absolute delight and 
it brightens their day to meet new visitors.  There is much to do each day at Croxton, and the teachers genuinely ap-
preciate the help. I highly recommend going, it is truly a rewarding experience.’ – Amy Hickman 

“I’m coming up to my third session of volunteering at the Croxton School and I will continue to sign up beyond this 
year’s program. The positive and encouraging vibe from both teachers and students is second to none, and the feeling 
of being able to contribute to such a great school is very rewarding and humbling. And best of all, the kids love the 
extra company – as proven by the squeals of excitement when they realise they’ve got some new helpers around the 
yard!” – Kristy McKinnon

Group Giving
The CSR Committee continued the ‘Club Red’ Program into its second year, whereby staff were given encour-
aged to donate blood to the Red Cross during business hours. Given the ‘uncomfortable’ nature of the task, 
the continued enthusiasm for the plan is great to see. So far, over 20 staff members have donated blood which 
equates to saving 60 lives. We have donation periods twice per annum.

People Commitment 
Entity Solutions’ commitment to its people has resulted in 13 new staff joining the team nationally during the 
2013/14 reporting period, seven of those being interns.
 
The staff at Entity Solutions set us apart; they are team oriented, knowledgeable, dynamic, energetic and 
resourceful. The company places a strong emphasis on training, learning and development to ensure we have 
a motivated and driven workforce. An engaged staff member will be more productive, take pride in their role 
and ultimately be a happier, healthier and more content employee. To ensure we are offering staff a supportive, 
nurturing workplace we undertook the following initiatives in the last 12 months.
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Health and wellbeing 
Our staff are the backbone of our operations, so their wellbeing is paramount to our vibrant team culture. In the 
last financial year Entity Solutions once again was happy to provide staff with free onsite doctor supplied flu 
shots. This year 24 staff took advantage of this offer and the entire process was completed extremely efficiently 
within 10 minutes.
 
The company continues to provide an abundance of fresh fruit on a weekly basis to encourage healthy eating 
habits when snacking.

Supporting mental health
The company once again supported RUOK? Day, an annual national day of action that aims to reduce suicide by 
inspiring Australians to reach out to their friends and loved ones and ask “Are you ok?”
 
We themed the day in the colour yellow (in line with the day’s customary bright and cheerful colour), and held a 
morning tea with yellow food. During our morning tea, a staff member volunteered to speak about her family’s 
battle with a mental illness to help demonstrate that it is okay to talk about it and ask RUOK?

Work-life balance 
Entity Solutions recognises that we all have different needs and responsibilities, so we try to work with our staff 
to help them manage the demands on their time and achieve a work-life balance. The company is happy to pro-
vide some staff with the flexibility to work from home, employs return to work mothers on a part time basis and 
allows fathers to take extended unpaid parental leave, which all encompasses our family oriented culture. 
 
To further embrace flexibility in the workplace, the company has a stand-alone Family Friendly Policy, which 
provides staff who return to work and are the primary care giver access to child care assistance. 

Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
The health and wellbeing of our staff is paramount, and with this in mind, the company has an EAP program. 
The program assists staff and their families to handle life’s challenges – from routine concerns to major crises, by 
providing a confidential, short term, solution-based counselling service. 
 
The service is available to all staff and their immediate family, and includes up to four free sessions/contacts per 
year. The program has been received positively, with 9.25% of staff enlisting the supporting the off-site program 
during the 2013/2014 reporting period. 
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Celebrating diversity 
The company once again celebrated diversity by supporting Harmony Day which recognises the cohesive and 
inclusive nature of our nation and promotes the benefits of cultural diversity. 
 
At Entity Solutions we recognise the value of being a multicultural and diverse organisation. Our Harmony Day 
celebrations over the past five years have been a resounding success with teams nationally participating in an 
international lunch prepared by staff. We all relished the delicacies from many varying countries around the 
world.
 
Entity Solutions is a gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and intersex (GLBTI)-friendly organisation, and this 
financial year supported Wear it Purple, youth-led organisation that exists to support and empower rainbow (i.e. 
sexuality and gender diverse) young people. In support of the message staff were encouraged to wear purple 
and raise funds on Wear it Purple Day on Friday 30th August.

Performance Management System (PMS) 
The PMS was designed to provide a vital link between Entity Solutions’ Strategic Plan, its vision and guiding 
principles and the individual. It ensures that goals and objectives flow from the top of the organisation to the 
personal objectives of each individual following a consistent approach in evaluating knowledge, competencies 
and behaviour. 
 
The PMS helps staff gain a clear and agreed sense of their work role and performance objectives. This is then as-
sessed by reviewing the achievements and performance objectives, and feedback provided accordingly.
As Entity Solutions continues to grow and change organically, we made the decision to review and change 
our PMS process to make it more relevant with our new structure. We will be launching this at the start of our 
2014/15 reporting period.
 
We are also commencing new timings with our annual Performance Reviews, aligning them with the start of the 
new financial year. This follows a more logical path making individual, team and company targets consistent.

Rewards and Recognition Program 
This program is based on individual and team performance using a ‘7 star’ rating system. Rewards come in the 
form of team lunches and events as a way of promoting group efforts and sharing achievements. Staff are also 
recognised individually with varying rewards determined by the unique interests of the person.

Training and Development 
Ongoing staff training and support is provided to staff as a platform to succeed. The company continued to sup-
port training and professional development during the 2013/14 reporting period with the creation of the Entity 
Learning and Training Centre encompassing online training and on the job training opportunities via both 
formal and informal means. 
 
These practices all follow our learning and development methodology which states that 70% of staff learning 
is through on the job experiences and opportunities, 20% through self-study or mentoring and 10% through 
formal training workshops. 
 
We invest heavily in nurturing and growing staff to create star performers across the board and ultimately shape 
the very culture of the organisation. How we develop the appropriate skills and competencies of our staff, meas-
ure performance and motivate is through a variety of mechanisms including:
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Dedicated Learning and Development Consultant that applies and manages a consistent approach to the •	
way our people are trained through learning programs developed specifically to the unique needs of our 
business
Training programs designed to support the culture and direction of the company such as: service •	
excel¬lence, conflict management, leadership, people management, brand essence, effective communica-
tion and national customer and sales workshops
On-boarding program involving a three tiered approach to induction for all staff and a specialised program •	
for interstate team members who are flown to our Head Office in Melbourne for training and support
External Training Support – various members of our staff engage in external education/training to enhance •	
their skills in the workplace. We support these staff by giving them time off to study and by allocating time 
during business hours where they can study at work. We have also changed our Leave Policy and have ap-
portioned two personal leave days per annum to be taken as study leave if required

Leadership Journey 
The Leadership Journey, which was designed specifically for people leaders or those aspiring to leadership roles 
within the business, continued in its second year during the 2013/14 reporting. The 10 week discussion program 
that covers different aspects of leadership each week was established for four main reasons:

To address the different levels of experience and skills in our team/people leaders across the business (and •	
leverage from the skill and experience already apparent)
To ensure a consistent of approach to people management  •	
To create a safe forum for open discussion and learning•	
To assist in building relationships and support for people leaders across all teams and locations•	

The outcomes of the leadership journey have been: 

Engaged, empowered and motivated people managers•	
Renewed focus and awareness of the importance of people management in our business•	
People leaders have built relationships across departments and state boundaries to support them in their •	
people manager journey – so much so that they have decided to continue this journey once a month 

Due to the success of the Leadership Journey, a new monthly Leadership Mastery Program has been introduced 
where managers are given influence over discussion topics and use their prior training to explore particular 
themes specific to their teams.
 
Creating and championing a coaching culture in the workplace continues to be a key focus for management 
within Entity Solutions. At the conclusion of the 6 month Leadership Mastery series, the participants are re-
quested to implement and commit to 3 key ideas from the entire program. This action is seen to be realistic and 
achievable with the main aim being that it continues to hold all levels of management accountable for personal 
and company-wide growth and success. 
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Commitment to the Next Generation
The acquisition, development and growth of young talent is something the company has always placed great 
importance on, and this was again evident in the 2013/2014 reporting period. 
 
Entity Solutions has a trusted partnership with NMIT and Career of the Day. These organisations operate Profes-
sional Placement Programs for recent graduates and overseas qualified professions. These placements are in the 
form of unpaid internships geared towards introducing candidates to Australian workplace environment and 
culture whilst giving them an opportunity for hands-on learning. Research shows that most candidates are able 
to secure full time employment shortly after the internship.
 
In the 2013/2014 reporting period Entity Solutions engaged seven interns in the IT and Administration fields. 
Work experience students also joined the company for a predetermined period and spent time in each of the 
various departments by completing a rotational training schedule.

Independent Professional Support
During the 2013/2014 reporting period the company continued to explore the ongoing needs of white collar 
contractors (referred to as Independent Professionals/IPros by Entity Solutions).
 
IPro is a modern term used to describe an important and growing sector of Australia’s workforce, and one in 
which makes our valued customer base.
 
An IPro’s work model/structure is epitomised by fixed term contract-based arrangements. By virtue of this 
complex arrangement, IPros have historically been misunderstood and underrepresented. It is with this in mind 
that Entity Solutions have continued to support IPro wellbeing with the following initiatives during the 2013/14 
reporting period.

The IPro Index
An annual landmark study conducted by Monash University and Entity Solutions which aims to gain a better 
understanding of contracting experiences, issues and wellbeing from the perspective of the IPro.

To view the 2013 IPro Index Infographic go here: www.entitysolutions.com.au/entitysolutions/resourcecentre/
iproindex/ 

IPro Satisfaction Survey
Conducted annually, this customer survey aims to gain a greater understanding of IPro’s needs, satisfaction with 
our service and identify areas for improvement.

IPro Care Policy
As part of our commitment to IPro care, we have conducted a review of all our Occupational Health and Safety 
(OH&S) process and documentation. As a result we have produced a new suite of documents that are safeguard 
compliance and offer greater support for our IPros. In conjunction with this we have created a new internal role, 
National OH&S and Return to Work Coordinator. This role is the first point of call for any OH&S or Workcover 
queries and our National OH&S and Return to Work Coordinator has the knowledge and expertise to be able to 
handle these queries professionally and effectively.  
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Suppliers and Customers 
Education via digital media
To remain agile enough to continually meet our customers’ evolving needs, we feel it is essential to keep our 
finger on the pulse of what is going on in our market. As such we have worked hard to establish ourselves as 
innovative thought leaders in the industry, something that 80% of our customers believe to be true.
 
At Entity Solutions, we define thought leadership as being progressive and professional and being the “author-
ity” and “expert” in our industry sector. In order to remain true to this position, we deliver a thought leadership 
program through the creation of valuable content that aims to enrich and educate the community and our 
customers. This content is shared on our blog and social media platforms as well as through external partners. 
 
By delivering content that is vital and relevant to our market, we continue to take on an important role in edu-
cating and enriching the lives of our customers and the general public.

Alignment of values
Entity Solutions has always valued longstanding and mutually beneficial relationships with our partners. Ours 
is a simple, yet effective, methodology when selecting and working with partner organisations. If our partners 
agree to work with our customers under the same service level requirements and be measured by the same 
standards as we ourselves have agreed to uphold, then we expect to have a long and prosperous collaboration. 
Prior to entering into partnerships, the company conducts an evaluation process on the proposed supplier 
which assesses areas such as maximising benefit to the company and our customer, an alignment of values, 
security, risk and longevity.
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Looking forward to the next 12 months
The 2014/15 reporting period will see us focus our efforts in the following areas:

Commit to a variety of charities which are personally linked to staff members, via donations and creating •	
awareness of the cause through our actions and our networks.
Continue with the Club Red initiative, encouraging staff to donate blood themselves or, if they are unable, •	
to have someone else donate in their place every 6 months 
Continue volunteering as part of the kitchen and garden program with Croxton School and create a video •	
to help promote the value of volunteering (to be distributed to the wider community)
Further showcase the company’s commitment to its people through initiatives such as updating our Per-•	
formance Review Process, linking reward and bonuses to company achievements, so we share a common 
goal and vision
Programs that support mental and physical wellbeing •	
Create and implement an Employee Value Proposition (EVP) that is aligned with our brand promises and •	
internal culture and values
Continue to review and monitor best practice OHS frameworks for IPros•	

Further Information 
Further information on CSR within Entity Solutions please contact us on (03) 9600 0333 or visit: 
www.entitysolutions.com.au/entitysolutions/overview/corporatesocialresponsibility/

About Entity Solutions
Entity Solutions is a contingent workforce specialist, pioneered in Australia and operating globally. 
 
The company design and enable customised solutions that support the unique needs of contingent workers 
and organisations engaging them. 
 
Since 1999 Entity Solutions have combined unmatched industry knowledge, a flawless compliance record and 
superior service, to simplify processes and ease the complexities associated with flexible work arrangements. 
 
Entity Solutions is the catalyst to provide businesses with control of their workforce requirements and give in-
dividuals freedom in their work choices. Partnering with Entity Solutions is an intelligent choice to ensure each 
party has every opportunity to harness the advantages of the evolving and flexible world of work.

Our Vision
To be a global leader in delivering quality solutions to the evolving world of work
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Our Mission
To provide compliant, customer oriented and customised workforce solutions to our corporate and individual 
customers. 
 
We will achieve our mission through: 

having a “customer is king” mindset •	
living and breathing our brand values•	
attracting and retaining high quality staff •	
innovating and improving our products based on market demand and customers’ needs •	
continuing to improve through the lens of efficiency, effectiveness and accuracy•	

Our Values
Our values set the professional and ethical standards that make us stand proud and express what it is to be 
part of Entity Solutions. These are our promises to our people, customers and partners. By delivering our values 
consistently to them, we will achieve our mission and goals. 
 
Our four bold values are:  

Courage: •	 Lead, take responsibility and challenge convention
Confidence: •	 Act ethically, trustworthy and respect confidentiality
Communication:•	  Listen, talk straight and converse in an open manner
Care: •	 Be supportive, collaborative and dependable 

Practicing these values enables us to deliver absolute peace of mind to all stakeholders.


